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H E A LT H I T C E N T R A L –
The Decisive Information Source for the
eHealth Community.
15,000 readers across Europe
(currently increasing by 20% per month)
Headlines reach 40,000 visitors
across all HIMSS Europe websites
Top European visitors: UK, Germany,
The Netherlands, Spain, Italy
Dedicated social media channel

HEALTH IT CENTRAL lets you access the whole world of news and information
from HIMSS Europe on one unified portal. An unmatched network of national
and international journalists cover the industry’s events at the highest
journalistic standards – independent, leading-edge and with professional
relevance to the health IT community.
Visit HEALTH IT CENTRAL daily for a 360° perspective of the eHealth industry –
and benefit from the unified information power of:
• HIMSS Insights
The IT Journal for Healthcare Leaders across Europe
• The British Journal of Healthcare Computing
The Positive Voice of Healthcare IT
• HealthTech Wire
The eHealth Business News Channel
HEALTH IT CENTRAL features news, social media networks, webinars,
multi-media content and blogs to connect the community and facilitate
interaction among eHealth professionals.

To find out which HIMSS Europe media service best suits your advertising goals please contact:
Ben Plummer, blummer@himss.org, +44 79 584 237 30
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HIMSS INSIGHTS

www.healthITcentral.eu/insights

The Magazine Healthcare IT Leaders Deserve.

HIMSS Insights’ print and digital edition
is published quarterly
Target audience: HIMSS Europe
community/Healthcare leaders and
IT professionals
Target region: Europe
Key focus: Politics and economics,
strategy, global trends, leaders of
change, technology updates
Circulation: 20,000+ (print and digital)

HIMSS Insights provides the background information and thought-leadership
for clinical experts, commercial leaders and policy makers to shape the future
of our healthcare. It helps drive the right investment decisions on healthcare
IT to deliver best outcomes for all of us – on a daily basis and for the future.
HIMSS Insights is produced by some of the best and most knowledgeable
healthcare journalists from across Europe. Their in-depth coverage of
cutting-edge healthcare IT topics stimulates thinking and helps leaders
better understand the trends, best practices and innovations that shape the
future of healthcare. This is the perfect environment for your brand and image
advertising.
Health IT Central offers the opportunity to access
HIMSS Insights in online and digital formats.

www.healthITcentral.eu/insights
THE DEBATE:
Patient-driven
Teleconsultation –
It’s The Way Forward!

“I find HIMSS Insights to be an
informative resource, which
provides valuable coverage of
the latest and relevant happenings in our field.”

p. 29

T H E I N F O R M AT I O N T E C H N O L O G Y J O U R N A L F O R H E A LT H C A R E L E A D E R S

T H E I N F O R M AT I O N T E C H N O L O G Y J O U R N A L F O R H E A LT H C A R E L E A D E R S

W W W. HI T C E N T R A L . E U | @HE A LT HI T C E N T R A L | V OL UME F O UR | NUMB E R F O UR

W W W.HEALTHITCENTRAL.EU | @HEALTHITCENTRAL | VOLUME FIVE | NUMBER ONE

TELECONSULTATIONS –

How Much
Power To The
Patient?

Eric J Topol, MD, Director, Scripps Translational Science Institute Chief Academic
Officer, Scripps HealthProfessor of Genomics, The Scripps Research Institute

“As a decision maker, HIMSS
Insights provides an excellent
understanding of industry
best practices and trends
that take place throughout
Europe. The publication acts
as a vehicle which breaks the
cultural and local walls that
exist in Europe, by being a
uniquely positioned resource
which often addresses divisive
topics.”

THE DEBATE:
Patients Should Own
Their Medical Records!

p. 27

+ The Hospital CIO:
Living The Dream?
+ Patient Safety In
The Information Age
+ Brexit: What Next?
+ Predictive Analytics
And The Heart

IT IS A

MAN‘S
MAN‘S
MAN‘S
WORLD

+ Europe’s Telehealth Gridlock
+ Crowdsourcing The Healthcare Way
+ What’s ‘Appening’ In
Psychiatry?
+ The End Of CIOs As
We Know Them?

EDITORIAL OPPORTUNITY:
SPEAKERS’ CORNER
• Editorial coverage of panel proceedings during event covered by experienced
HIMSS Insights journalist.
• Additional interviews conducted with panelists/speakers at the event, if required.
• 1,000-1,200 word editorial published in HIMSS Insights (online and in print).
• Professional photography of session included.
• Content will be promoted through social media.
• PDF can be used for other marketing purposes.
PA NEL PROCEEDINGS

PA NEL PROCEEDINGS

Vicent Moncho Mas, Director of Organization and Information Technology, Hospital
de Denia. Marina Salud

Elena Sini, Chief Information Officer at Istituto Clinico Humanitas, Italy

SPEAKERS’ CORNER

I

ntegrated care scenarios are widely
considered to be the future of medicine. Medical treatment, in this
vision, will no more be about visiting a GP occasionally and staying at
a hospital when necessary. Instead, a
digitally enhanced care network will
surround patients. It will enable a more
personalised medical care, tailored to
the needs of the individual, and allow
for many of the contacts between
patient and healthcare system to take
place without the patient having to
visit a medical institution physically.
“Improved access to care, improved
quality of care, and reduced costs, that
is the goal, and eHealth technology is
helping to achieve it”, said the Dutch
Minister of Health, Welfare and Sport,
Edith Schippers when she opened
this year’s European eHealth Week
in Amsterdam.

The Journey Towards
More Integrated Care
By Philipp Grätzel von Grätz

The digital transformation in healthcare is under way, and it is accelerating. This year’s
eHealth Week in Amsterdam clearly illustrated that hospitals need their IT to offer
more than only efficient digital processes these days. The session agenda focused on a
stronger patient-centric approach to enable modern clinical analytics across data from
various departmental systems.

It is only in the context of integrated
care scenarios that the impact of the
digital transformation of healthcare
can fully be appreciated, said
Massimiliano Claps, Associate VP at
IDC EMEA Health Insights. “Healthcare
IT is both an enabler and a trigger of
a number of shifts that are currently
happening in healthcare, like the
integration of genomics into care and
prevention, and the demographic shift
with its increase in frail patients and
patients with chronic conditions.” Claps
also sees an increase in compliance

requirements forced upon healthcare
institutions by the regulatory bodies,
and a slow but steady change of
payment models towards more valuebased reimbursement.

TRENDS IN HEALTHCARE IT 2016:
MORE DATA CENTRICITY,
MORE ANALYTICS
All this leads to a higher demand
for powerful healthcare IT solutions.
As an analyst, Claps can back this up
with data, of course. IDC surveys from
the years 2013 to 2015 clearly show that
the number of healthcare institutions
in Western Europe that are actively
investing in electronic medical/health
records is increasing, as is the percentage of institutions investing in health
information exchange. “What we also
see is a trend towards more open systems, and an increase in the interest in
cloud-based solutions. According to the
most recent IDC survey including over
170 healthcare IT executives across
Western Europe, there are growing
investments of healthcare IT institutions both in the field of document
lifecycle management and in modern
analytics. Intelligent care and intelligent engagement models require a 360
degree view of the patients,” said Claps.
What is also changing is the scope
of analytics. So far, analytics and big
data were primarily discussed as tools
to increase efficiency within hospitals.

Now other use cases are coming up, in
particular clinical decision making.
Not surprisingly, security, too, is high
on the agenda of healthcare IT decision
makers all over Europe. Its importance
will increase further, the more integrated care models and patient centric
communication scenarios are gaining
momentum. Healthcare institutions,
said Claps, will have to move from reactive to proactive security and further
on to real-time security.
According to the analyst, all these
developments and requirements will
change the role of suppliers, turning
them more into strategic providers
rather than mere utility service providers. Healthcare organisations, on the
other hand, will navigate best through
the sea of digital transformation, if they
position themselves as innovation platforms by:
• establishing clear objectives and
elevating data management to a
strategic level,
• identifying convergence stewards
and procuring new skills,
• re-engineering business processes
and maintaining a close-loop learning environment,
• incorporating new data sources and
ensuring quality, and
• defining new architectural
standards.
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Editorial
opportunity:
€ 4,825
net, excluding VAT.
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BJ-HC

www.healthITcentral.eu/british-journal-healthcare-computing

The British Journal of Health Computing –
The Longest Running Health IT Publication
in the UK.
BJ-HC is available online.
Target audience: Decision makers and
implementers of healthcare IT in the
NHS and private sector in the UK
Target region: UK
Key focus: The benefits of information
technology in healthcare and the
practical experiences of the users.

It is an audience-focused, highly-specialised, professional news publication
that addresses the challenges and opportunities faced by decision makers
and implementers of healthcare IT in the NHS and private sector in the UK.
BJ-HC editors place the spotlight on the achievements of CIOs and health IT
professionals.
It supports the NHS and private hospitals in transforming healthcare through IT.
Vox Pop
The BJ-HC ‘vox pop’ is a monthly feature asking opinion leaders within the UK
healthcare industry their views on a topical item of interest, from ‘How do we
find ways to manage the silver tsunami?’ to ‘How is technology changing the
way patients receive care?’

www.healthITcentral.eu/british-journal-healthcare-computing

‘I have always viewed BJ-HC
as a source of contemporary,
independent and balanced reporting. The health informatics
domain is complex and rapidly
developing – it is good to have
a single source to be able to put
the environment into context.’
Dr Jean Roberts, Director of
Standards (UKCHIP)
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H E A LT H T E C H W I R E

www.healthITcentral.eu/healthtech-wire

HealthTech Wire is available online
and in print via HIMSS Insights.
Target audience:
HIMSS Europe community
Target region: Europe
Key focus: Business and product news
from the healthcare IT industry.

Option 1:
HTW News Story: €410
Option 2:
HTW Thought Leadership
Interview: €1,990
Option 3:
SmartMail is a content focused
premium solution allowing for
intelligent audience targeting
based on geography and job
title. Guidelines apply. Cost for
3,000 recipients: €4,000

HealthTech Wire is the industry’s news
service, featuring business and product news
from vendors, universities, associations and
other professional healthcare stakeholders.
HealthTech Wire is a content creation and distribution service for innovative
healthcare technology organisations allowing you to communicate directly
with your customers, partners and users. It gives you access to HIMSS
journalists, who help you create professional content about new solutions,
product innovations or business developments.
With HealthTech Wire you can increase the efficiency of your corporate communications by controlling timing, budget and messaging of your content assets. (HealthTech Wire editorial guidelines apply.)

HIMSS Insights + HealthTech Wire
Do you want to republish your content from HealthTech Wire in the print and
digital edition of HIMSS Insights for greater awareness and better results
for brand positioning and messaging? Please see page 7.

www.healthITcentral.eu/healthtech-wire

“We find the HealthTech Wire
service to be a reliable and
powerful tool to enable us to
communicate with our customers and partners in the industry. The fact that we control the
timing and messaging aspects
is extremely useful in allowing
us to communicate effectively
with our target audience.”
Florin Negoita, Manager, MyChart Program
Information and Communication Services
Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre

HealthTech Wire is published on all of the HIMSS
Europe websites which includes:
www.himss.eu
www.ehealthweek.org
www.healthinsights.co.uk
www.ukehealthweek.com
www.hitciosummit.eu
www.telemedicineconference.eu
www.himssturkey.org
www.himssnordicehealthexchange.org
Average monthly traffic: 40,000 users
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R AT E S / S P E C S

Banner

Specs

Minimum unit

Rates (net)

1440x820
(avoid 1136x690), (jpg/gif)

3 months

€ 5,400

250x250 (jpg/gif)

1 month

€ 800

728x90 (jpg/gif)

1 month

€ 1,000

(5) Content Placement (video or white paper)

For more information,
please contact us.

1 month

€ 1,000

(6) Topic partnership (access via homepage)

For more information,
please contact us.

6 months

€ 40,000

352x152 (jpg)

1 issue

€ 800

(1) Wallpaper
(2-3) Category Banner
(4) Leaderboard (on homepage only)

HIMSS Europe Community newsletter

All prices net, excluding VAT.

• Banner 1 will appear within each
section of Health IT Central

BANNER (1)

• Category placement for banner
2-3 can be selected
• Please provide material (with
URL) five days before planned
date of publication and send it
to dyogendra@himss.org

BANNER
(2)

• Banner and content placement
are online sponsorships.
(no CPM advertising)

BANNER
(3)

• Pricing applies to
placement per language –
English and/or German

CONTENT
PLACEMENT

FOR ADVERTISING
ENQUIRIES,
PLEASE CONTACT
Ben Plummer
blummer@himss.org
+44 79 584 237 30

(5)

TOPIC PARTNERSHIP (6)
BANNER (4)
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A D VA N C E D P R O G R A M

HIMSS INSIGHTS + HEALTHTECH WIRE:
EXTEND YOUR AUDIENCE, DELIVER THE MESSAGE!
HIMSS Insights is collaborating with HealthTech Wire to help suppliers communicate directly
with the HIMSS Europe community. Your content from HealthTech Wire is republished in the
print and digital edition of HIMSS Insights. This multi-media, integrated communications
program intelligently links your image advertising with content marketing; resulting in
greater awareness and better results for brand positioning and messaging.

EXCLUSIVE PACKAGE FOR HIMSS INSIGHTS ADVERTISING CLIENTS:

Only €150
extra for your
HTW story to be
included in the
HIT Central
newsletter

Advert in Insights: € 3,000

+
+

ASCOM MYCO BRINGS THE MOBILE
REVOLUTION TO NURSING CARE
The Ascom Myco is designed around the needs of the nurse, from its size, weight and toughness to
the presentation of information and the management of clinical workflows.

Inspired by nurses
The Ascom Myco concept is designed specifically tojust
provide
one click away. Ascom Myco also provides visibility
reliable mission-critical communication and access toofinformation
multiple alert status that helps caregivers to prioritize
and know when assistance is needed. Simply put, you
at the point of care. Inspired by nurses, this solution tasks
is purpose
cannurses
rely onand
Ascom Myco where it matters the most – at the
built for the on-the-job reality and ways of working of
heart
care.
A concept
perfect isexample
is designed
the unique
top display
forof“at
a
The clinicians.
Ascom Myco
purposely
to aid
glance”
notifi
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This is just onecare.
of the
many ways Ascom
clinicians
in the
delivery
of patient-focused
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example
is the user
interface so
of the
empowers
caregivers
thatsmart
theyhandset’s
can feel in control, helping
home
screen.
It
is
built
around
a
real-time
situation
to make every shift more pleasant, efficient and rewarding.
overview
of “My
so that
status
of assigned
Simply
put, Patients”,
you can rely
on the
Ascom
Myco
where it matters the
patients
anthe
understanding
of the situation is always
mostand
– at
heart of care.

Patient-centric care

See what you and your hospital can achieve with Ascom Myco.
See what you and your hospital can achieve with Ascom Myco.

Visit ascommyco.com
Visit ascommyco.com

Ascom Wireless Solutions, a global provider of mission-critical communication
systems, has introduced a revolution in the
working practices of nurses with the launch
of the new Ascom Myco smartphone. It is
the first nurse- and patient-centric device,
with unique features designed to make the
nurse’s working day easier, improve efficiency and give more time for hands-on
patient care. The Ascom Myco is the result of extensive research looking at how
nurses work, from patient- and colleague
interactions to information flows and mission-critical communications. Ascom Design Engineers studied nurses in hospitals around the world using
qualitative interviews, observations and shadowing the nurses as
they worked on the wards. The findings were fed into the design
features of the Ascom Myco smartphone and the user interface.
According to the research a major issue with the nurse’s environment is stress, which can make it difficult to overview a situation and
make an informed decision. Linnea Fogelmark, Portfolio Experience
Designer at Ascom, explained the value of the user-centric design:
“We want nurses to spend less time on technology and more with
the patient, so we developed a whole new way of presenting information, which we call the patient-centric interface. With the Ascom
Myco the nurse will immediately see in the home screen the patients
assigned to her and which patients currently need her special attention. The Ascom Myco also has an intelligent segregation of essential
apps from non-essential apps, so that mission-critical communications always overrule all other applications.”
Ascom also found that one major issue in the nurses’ working environment was alarm fatigue, due to the high amount of alarms that
nurses are exposed to from multiple devices for monitoring patients.
The Ascom Myco makes sure the correct alarm is sent out directly
to the responsible nurse. A unique top display shows what type of
alarm is going off, where it is and how important it is, giving as much
information as possible in a single glance, even when the device is
held in a pocket. The reduction of alarm fatigue and stress ensures
that the nurse can concentrate more on patient care.
Ellen Österdahl, Lead Experience Designer for Ascom Myco, added:
“We were quite shocked when we saw the amount of alarms that

nurses are exposed to and the extent of
alarm fatigue. Nurses are always occupied,
so each time an alarm is received they are
interrupted. Not every nurse needs to focus
on every alarm going on around her. With
the top display on the Ascom Myco the
nurse is notified in a discrete way, she can
just look down to the device, see what’s going on and decide how to react.”
Ascom Myco is also designed to make the
life of the charge nurse easier. When combined with the Ascom Unite middleware, it
extends the reach of existing clinical systems by delivering time-sensitive information such as alarms from
medical devices and patient monitors directly to the nurse’s mobile
device. The middleware also has a built-in patient assignment module so the charge nurse can easily assign patients to the nurses and
set an auto-escalation chain of two or three nurses for responding
to the patients’ alarms.
The Ascom Myco has a rugged design to withstand the physical
and hygiene demands of the hospital environment. With multiple
features for nurse decision support and patient management, and
at the same time being so easy to use, it will become the essential
nurse companion.
Mwila Kapema, Product Marketer at Ascom, explained, “We put
a lot of effort into making the Ascom Myco extremely durable. It
has a much longer operating life than a typical consumer device,
both at the daily level, being available 24 hours a day, and passing from shift to shift. The Ascom Myco will also last many years
longer than a consumer device, giving the hospital a good return
on investment.”

Ascom Wireless Solutions
Gunny Kron
+46 31 55 94 51
gunny.kron@ascom.se
www.ascommyco.com
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HealthTech Wire Interview: € 1,990
Includes full production and publication on
www.hitcentral.eu/healthtech-wire

EXCLUSIVE PACKAGE FOR HIMSS INSIGHTS
ADVERTISING CLIENTS:
purchase an ad in HIMSS Insights and a HealthTech
Wire interview and receive a reprint of you HealthTech Wire Interview in HIMSS Insights for FREE

€ 4,990
All prices net, excluding VAT.
HealthTech Wire’s editorial guidelines apply.

HIMSS INSIGHTS EXCLUSIVE
DIGITAL EDITION PARTNERSHIP

Be the exclusive sponsor of one of the digital editions of
HIMSS Insights. This will maximise your advertising impact and
create long-term online exposure of your brand and message.

Website
www.hitcentral.eu/insights
250x250 (wxh)
Your banner will appear for the
duration of the quarterly issue. The
website allows download of the
digital magazine.

+

Digital
Partnership
Rate:
€ 6,500
net, excluding VAT.

Digital Edition Banner
728x90 (wxh)
Your banner will appear in the leaderboard
(top of the page) position of the magazine. Your
message will be displayed on every page of the
magazine ensuring maximum exposure.

+

Newsletter Banner
728x90 (wxh)

Your banner will appear in the newsletter which announces the latest edition of
HIMSS Insights and is distributed to the HIMSS Europe community. The audience consists
of high profile healthcare IT leaders and key decision makers in European healthcare.
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CUSTOM CONTENT / SMART MAIL

CUSTOM CONTENT
• New and unique concept
• Provides suppliers with dedicated microsite that is part of
HIMSS Media portfolio
• Gives suppliers access to existing European HIMSS audience
• Positions supplier as thought leader on specific theme or topic
• Mix of independent and promotional content
• Promotion through HIMSS key media channels

Our current custom content project with EMC provides:
• Strong partnership between HIMSS and supplier
• Long-term relationship to develop content and ideas together
• 20 news and feature articles per month on integrated care
• Positions customers and staff as thought leaders
• Tracking results and adapting content/outreach accordingly
• Introduction of guest bloggers from influential organisations

€5,000
per month
Get in touch
with our team
for more
details.

SMARTMAIL – LEVERAGE. TAILOR. CONNECT.
SmartMail is a content focused premium solution allowing for
intelligent audience targeting based on geography and job title.
• Our audience engages stronger with content
based campaigns rather than direct advertising.
Whilst content can relate to a commercial
product, it needs to focus on a topic or theme
rather than a specific product e.g. information/
research/ commentary/case studies/best
practice, thought leadership.
• Opportunity to leverage the enormous potential
of the combined data from HIMSS Europe.
• Our team will work closely with you to conduct
detailed queries in order to select the right
audience segments, including: job title and
geographic location.

Targeted
follow up
mailer:

Cost for
3,000
recipients:
€4,000
Guidelines apply.

€500
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C O N TA C T

HIMSS Europe GmbH
Bertha-Benz-Straße 5
10557 Berlin
Germany
T: +49 (0)30 34 655 42 13

www.healthITcentral.eu
FOR ADVERTISING ENQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT
Ben Plummer
blummer@himss.org
T: +44 79 584 237 30
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